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 ‘They Can’t See’ is a guaranteed hit.           
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RANDY GOODMAN

THE INTERVIEW

Opening Up

Two years ago, Randy Goodman went home. After 16 years 
with RCA, 13 with Disney’s Lyric Street and fi ve years 

away from the label world, Goodman joined Sony/Nashville 
as Chairman/CEO in July of 2015. The man who walked 
through the company’s doors is not the same one who left 
all those years ago. As he tells it, he is more experienced, 
more philosophical and more open – on many levels. 
And the team he’s leading is working hard to tell a
story worthy of the company’s legacy.

CA: Where are we with the record label business model? Is streaming saving the day? Where is radio’s 
place as revenue shifts that direction?
RG: There’s no doubt about the importance of radio play, primarily terrestrial, but also very sig-
nifi cantly supported by satellite. When you look at streaming, ticket sales and consumption, this 
business is still about a unique and compelling song delivered to critical mass at Country radio, 
whatever that may mean. That’s driving everything. 
 There was a lot of hope and maybe even expectation that streaming could be introductory or a 
driver. It has those elements, particularly for new artists. But when you’re talking about scale and 
hitting a massive audience over and over again – reach and frequency – the funny thing is the 
model’s pretty much the way it’s always been.

How is that working out?
The problem for record companies is streaming is a part of consumption now, but 
[country] streaming hasn’t scaled. We’ve historically been a 10%-plus part of the over-
all business, but looking at the latest quarter we’re approximating maybe 6%. So we 
haven’t scaled at the level that hip-hop and pop have. That puts enormous pressure 
on revenues because physical and digital continue to decline, though they are still 
substantial. Meanwhile, the cost of doing business hasn’t really declined. You might 
offset it with less account spending than we used to do.
 Other elements include some of the artist deals you have to make when you’re down 
to Universal, Sony, Big Machine and Warner Bros. When the next act comes along, 
everybody’s on it and the situation becomes very competitive. We’re doing the work we’ve 
always done. The costs are still what they are. But the pressure is on revenue as we wait for 
streaming to scale. Ideally the transition from ownership to renting is going to catch up pretty 
soon and relieve some of that. And Sony/Nashville has some challenges in terms of where the label 
has been over the last several years. We’re playing catch-up in a lot of competitive ways, which makes it 
more diffi cult. 

Is dealing with a streaming partner more like dealing with a retail account or is it more like a radio or a 
media partner?
Yes. It’s a mix because you’re dealing with playlisting, which still has an element of gut on the part of 
the editor. When I worked retail accounts they’d ask about radio, marketing and touring. Those answers 
would drive what they might buy. But very rarely would they say, “I don’t like that record. I’m not going 
to rack it.” With the streaming accounts there are individual, subjective calls being made, which has more 
of a radio or media aspect to it. Some of the services in broader businesses look at it in a more classical 
account kind of way. What’s exciting is these platforms understand they’re still trying to build their base 
with the consumer. They’re actually putting consumer-facing marketing dollars into that.

What’s the revenue breakdown for labels in terms of physical sales, digital sales, streaming and 360 revenue?
The 360 model puts us in the same business as the artists we have those deal with, meaning singles aren’t 
chosen solely to drive consumption, but also to build the brand and help sell tickets. With our developing 
artists, we’re talking about the same things more than we do with those who’ve been around for a long time. 
Superstars are thinking, “I need hits and almost don’t care if this is a sticky record or whether it drives con-
sumption. I need a hit so I can sell tickets.” Having those conversations and getting to a win-win is a different 
dynamic. With [360] artists you’re in the same business from day one. 
 I would suspect some of the artists [Universal] is having great success with and maybe Big Machine as well are 
in participation deals. If so, that’s some pretty big money. And until streaming kicks in, ancillary rights could be 
what really drives [profi t]. It’s almost like traditional revenue [sources] and traditional costs offset each other. So 
the net will be what you make from building a brand.
 That puts Sony behind the eight ball because nothing has really broken through in the past several years. Job 
one has been getting the artist development cycle back on. We’ve got to get them started fi rst in the classical 
sense so they can start making money in this new model and we’ll see that revenue. From a competitive 
perspective, we’re still behind, so our batting average has to be at an all-star level. That’s an incredible 
amount of pressure when you see the chart churn every single week.
 Meanwhile, you still have the superstar and established acts who are so much a part of your busi-
ness, so you still have to dig in on that. It’s an interesting dynamic because you’re doing something in 
a bit more classical way with some acts and you’re doing something in a more new way with some of 
the newer artists. But it all goes back to having a unique and compelling artist singing a unique and 
compelling song delivered to critical mass. The metrics will then tell us if we have something. 

Beyond kick-starting the artist development cycle, what are the other challenges you’ve been focused on?
Doing things in a more effective way. I’m always challenging the staff with, “What does the record company of the future look 
like? Are we moving in that direction or are we still mired in doing things as they’ve always been done because it’s easier?” I 
drive everybody crazy asking about what our goals are. Let’s agree with our artist and management partners on clear goals 
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and work toward them. What the strategy? What 
return does each opportunity offer? How does it drive 
consumption? How does it drive brand development? 
We have to lean into the future, which means leaning 
into streaming. Don’t forget the base, but be really 
clear about our goals.

What else?
The word on the street was Sony couldn’t break new 
artists. What that does over time is discourage great 
new artists from wanting to be at Sony. I got that and 
coming in found that to be no refl ection on [SVP/
A&R] Jim Catino and [Sr. Dir./A&R] Taylor Lindsey. 
They’re superstars. I just promoted Jim because on my 
third day here he brought me a CD with four songs 
by Maren Morris. I said, “Hell, yeah. Let’s go get this.” 
Part of that was a conversation with [Sony Music top 
execs] Doug Morris and Rob Stringer about how ag-
gressive we needed to be with our deals. The way you 
change the storyline is you have to have great artists 
who make great music. If that’s what you want, you 
have to go get it with every artillery piece you have. I 
was very clear about that to the folks in New York and 
they said, “Absolutely. Go do it.”

Aggressive means more favorable contract terms?
Yes, in the deal points. But also showing up and not 
being afraid to love something the fi rst time you hear it 
instead of wringing your hands and having interminable 
meetings. Jim and Taylor know that I trust them implic-
itly. Most of the time they’ll take the fi rst meeting, bring 
me in if it’s something that moves them and it’s very rare 
that 24 hours passes before we get the artist back in here 
in front of the rest of my senior leadership.

You were handed an executive structure to consider 
when you started, which you eventually embraced, and 
since then have turned over some of the top manage-
ment. What’s the executive fl owchart like at this point?
The executive team is Catino as head of A&R, Steve 
Hodges heading promotion, John Zarling over mar-
keting and new business, and Ken Robold as COO. 
His workstation is right next to mine and and our 
communication is fl uid and nonstop, as it needs to be. 
They have all areas reporting to them and, day-to-day, 
are really running things. We have an executive team 
meeting every Monday afternoon. Close the door. 
Robust dialogue. Challenge everybody. Challenge me. 
When we walk out, we’re all on the same page.
 Some might say that’s not a very diverse executive 
team, and that’s something we have to work on. At the 
same time, we have Angie Magill in business affairs. Rock 
star. Tracy Fleaner in creative services, Hannah Dudley 
who came over from London, Jen Way who joined from 
Universal and more. It’s a great mix of people.
 What’s also exciting is having Hodges bring Shane 
Allen on and promote Josh Easler and Lauren 
Thomas from within. Keith Gale leaving completely 
blindsided us, but what a gift to have Epic’s head of 
Pop promotion, Dennis Reese, say he wanted to come 
to Nashville and be a part of this. We had all the re-
gionals in recently and it was cool to have that whole 
side of the building fi lled. It was like the fl oor of the 
Stock Exchange.

Looking to the roster, obviously a huge signing with 
Tim McGraw and Faith Hill, but it probably had to 
hurt seeing Carrie Underwood leave.
Huge signing. And had to hurt. Yes. I’ve known Faith 
forever, didn’t really know Tim, but I’ve gotten to 
know him and love him. An exciting opportunity and 
goes back to being aggressive. They’ve got a big tour, a 
big project they’ve never done before, I’m rebuilding 

and I just had to go get it. 
 Carrie? Gosh, you look at the score sheet – four 
No. 1 singles and “Smoke Break” holds the Media-
base one-week adds record, so we did pretty well with 
promotion. She wanted to begin breaking through 
internationally, so we sent her over as the fi rst country 
artist to play the Apple Festival in London. We sent 
her back over several times and have a million-plus in 
consumption. We went to New York, brought people 
in from London to hear her vision. I don’t know what 
other box we could have checked.
 That was a really tough one. She had been through 
so much transition and turnover here and had a really 
strong pre-existing relationship with [Universal’s] 
Cindy Mabe and I get that. Maybe by the time I came 
in it was too little too late. She’s a badass and will con-
tinue to be that. She’s with an incredible organization, 
so I hope everything continues to go well. 
 It’s tough, too, because you start thinking you’re 
making inroads in changing the perception and then 
you take a big hit. “You’re the guy that lost Carrie 
Underwood?” Yeah, that’s me.

The rumor is Kenny Chesney’s deal is up.
It is up. That negotiation is in progress and, as I said 
before, I’m being aggressive. Kenny is a Sony artist 
through and through. He’s been here, his catalog is 
here and I’m confi dent we will continue in business 
with him. But hey, I get it. You’ve been with someone 
a long time and never really dated so, hey...

This new offi ce is a pretty fantastic workspace. How 
involved were you in that and what was the goal? Has 
it met your expectations?
My very fi rst week at Sony I noticed an architect’s 
meeting on my schedule. I was thinking to myself, 
“Please, God, let’s be demolishing [Sony’s former] 
building.” I appreciated the historical aspects to it, but 
it had been so chopped up we were living in cubby-
holes. It wasn’t collaborative at all and had no energy. 
My assistant Donna Duarte said, “Don’t you know? 
We’re moving.” 

 Ken and I sat in on one of the original design meet-
ings. Sony decided to get out of owning property to be 
more in the leasing space, and part of that was moving 
to an 80% open, 20% closed offi ce plan. I remember 
asking them to show me what it looks like with me and 
my [senior] staff in open workstations. New York came 
back with some caution and things they recommended. 
I called in my executive team and said, “In all this talk 
about culture and collaboration, it seems completely 
disingenuous to pull all our people out of offi ces and 
put them in workstations out in the middle of a room, 
but I’m going to have my corner offi ce and my door.”
 From an ego perspective, part of me was going, 
“Randy, don’t do this.” But the alternative destroys every-
thing we’d been talking about. Everybody agreed. When 
our operations head Andrew Stines showed this in a staff 
meeting he said, “As you’ll all see, we’ve gone further 
than what Sony asked us to. That’s Randy’s workstation.” 
It ends up being about 95% open. There’s only two 
people with full-time offi ces – business affairs and the 
CFO – because of the nature of the work they do. 

What was the adjustment like?
 Honestly, I was going, “Oh shit. What have I done?” 
But then we got over here and I don’t have the same 
workstation everyone else has because New York said, 
“Look, you’re the CEO. You’re going to need some 
kind of buffer and you’re going to need a retreat 
space because you’re going to be talking about stuff 
that nobody else needs to be hearing.” It took me 48 
hours before I realized if someone came to me and 
said we’re going back to offi ces, I’d say, “No way. Not 
me. I’m staying.” 
 Ken or I can be on the phone, call the other over 
and put the call on speaker. We can call someone over 
to look at something on the screen and work out in 
minutes what might have taken several hours to get 
a meeting scheduled and completed. It’s that classic 
notion of management by walking around. I see ev-
erybody on the staff three, four, fi ve, six, seven times a 
day. We’ve learned how to be respectful of each other. 
We’ve learned how to listen to music the right way. 
We’ve learned when to go into a phone booth and 
have the conversation or when it’s okay to have the 
conversation in the open. Of course this is the way you 
should work. I love it.

When we did that fi rst interview after you took the 
Sony job, you said something about jumping back on 
the autobahn. Has anything surprised you in making 
that jump?
As I said to Lon then, this was me coming back home 
in a lot of ways. There was a great deal of desire for 
me to add to the company legacy. After we have the 
staff at the Country Music Hall of Fame to hear the 
story of these labels I say to them, “In 20 years when 
someone is giving that presentation, they’ll either 
say, ‘In 2015 a new group of people took over and 
nothing changed.’ Or they’ll says, ‘In 2015, Sony/
Nashville experienced a renaissance.’” I know what I 
want them to say.
 This goes back to goals and aspirations. Leave this 
place better than we found it. Be a part of this legacy 
in a positive way. If that’s the goal then you’re jump-
ing back on the autobahn in the most badass car, in 
the perfect setting and with the best team. It’s a gift. I 
try to think of it that way every day. Being older maybe 
makes me more philosophical and maybe a better 
manager and leader. Maybe I can inspire people in a 
different way.

What’s something you see more philosophically than 
you did when you were starting Lyric Street?
Disney had no music group when I got there. There 
was no corporate record company environment. 
Even though we were breaking acts out of our little 
boutique label, I missed the engagement level with 
a global music company I’d had at RCA and BMG 
where all day long we thought about music. I wasn’t 
a stepchild to lunchboxes for Toy Story or a rounding 
error for all the other big businesses. I appreciated 
Disney, but I was never fully integrated. We were on 
an island.
 Coming back here felt more comfortable. Even 
thought it was the autobahn, I know this. I feel 
good about this. The philosophical part is I don’t 
lose my mind the way I used to about the way things 
work. I want to be more of a nurturing person. I 
want to be someone who’s going to grow and in-
spire people. I tried to do that to a certain degree at 
Lyric Street. But when you are building something 
absolutely from scratch, and Scott Borchetta would 
get it, that’s intense. Yes, we had corporate money, 
but you’re 2,000 miles and two time zones away. 
Great people at Disney, but when you’re in a global 
music company with its array of assets, there’s a 
greater comfort level.
 Being older now, hopefully I’ve got some wisdom 
I can impart. Maybe people look at me in a different 
way because of my experience and I try to honor that. 
Where before was me being more caught up in my 
own ego, now it’s just about, “I want this for all of us – 
our acts, this incredible team we’ve put together, and I 
want this for the Sony legacy.” 

You started at RCA in 1981 as a junior publicist. If you 
could go back and have a conversation with that guy, 
what would you say?
I would say, “To the degree that you can, try to be 
true to who you know you are. If something strikes 
you wrong or disingenuous, don’t do it because 
that’s how you’re seeing it done.” That has nothing 
to do with any particular person, it’s just that it’s 
about choices you make. Be a little more thoughtful. 
It’ll all work out if you’re honest and focused. That’s 
not to say I was lying or unfocused, I just learned 
some thing early on as a manager that never felt 
right. In my current role, perhaps I’m able to be who 
I am for better or worse – hopefully better. Maybe it’s 
just taken me this long to fi nally feel comfortable in 
my own record executive skin.        CAC

I want this for all of
us – our acts, this 

incredible team we’ve 
put together, and
I want this for the

Sony legacy.
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IMPACTING RADIO NOW
Over 5 Million Video Views the first week
Debuted #5 on SoundScan Top Country Digital Singles Chart

New Self-Titled album due November 3rd

GOD MADE A
WOMAN

"Seems to reflect an evolution for both the
country singer and the genre itself" - Rolling Stone Country

Over 1 million Spotify plays in first month
Music Video World Premiere – CMT
1 Million Video Views

New Album Due October 6th

Top 10 Single   -   RIAA CERTIFIED GOLD
42 Million STREAMS
Over 16 Million Video Views

Deluxe Album due August 4th

MY GIRL 




